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Red lightnings, black umbrellas: feminist graphic design
and the Women’s Strike (Strajk Kobiet) in Poland

Fig. 1. The cover photo of the “Power and Empowerment” issue of The British Journal of
Photography. Photograph author: Rafał Milach.

Introduction

A recent 2021 cover of the British Journal of Photography shows an image of two

pale hands lifted up, with a red lightning bolt painted on each of them (fig. 1). The

hands are in contrast with the dark background – a cloudy sky, a banner with big,

bold letters, a bald man’s head and a building in the back with a national flag flying

over it. The building is actually the Sejm of Poland, which can be recognised by the

roof shape with the Polish flag flying on top of it. The photograph uses a restricted

colour palette, but the high contrast and saturation of the image, combined with the

sharp shape of the lightning, makes it draw the viewer’s attention. The theme of the

issue is “Power and Empowerment”, and the photograph was taken during protests
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against restricting the abortion law in Poland, outside the building of Sejm in

Warsaw.1

I started with this image because it caught my attention in the ‘current press’ reading

room at the University of Brighton Library. The symbols visible in the photo – the red

lightning bolts painted on hands, and the barely legible national flag in the

background – are very familiar to me, as a Polish person familiar with the political

events of the last few years. However, I recognise that this should not be the case for

the majority of people walking through that reading room. My aim is to introduce

some of the most important graphic design activity associated with the most recent

women’s rights movement that arose in Poland, the Women’s Strike, and discuss it

in the context of the broader history of Polish political graphic design and Poland’s

national symbolism. Rather than position the Women’s Strike visual culture within the

context of Western feminism – what would perhaps be expected of me here – I

chose to embed it in the national narrative surrounding the role of women in society

and the cultural production of Poles under various forms of subjugation. While design

is conditioned by local, regional, national, and global contexts all at once,2 I decided

to focus on the national context to put the investigated designs in the Eastern

European context, which tends to be neglected when Western European, American,

or Russian contexts come into discussion.

Context

The All-Poland Women’s Strike (Polish: Ogólnopolski Strajk Kobiet) is an

organisation which took shape in autumn 2016 as a response to the initial

acceptance by the Sejm of a proposal to ban abortion, a medical procedure which

had been partially legal in Poland since 1993. The Strike was established in the

aftermath of public demonstrations of women and men in Polish cities and towns

against the proposed bill, which took on the name “black protests”.3 The protests and

the overall movement to prevent the abortion ban are considered one of the most

important events in Poland since 1989, as they exemplify major social mobilisation

and created a space where the private sphere was re-engaged with the public,

3 Elżbieta Korolczuk et al., eds, Bunt kobiet. Czarne Protesty i Strajki Kobiet (Gdańsk: European
Solidarity Centre, 2019).

2 Kjetil Fallan and Grace Lees-Maffei, “Real Imagined Communities: National Narratives and the
Globalisation of Design History,” Design Issues 32.1 (2016).

1 British Journal of Photography, “Power and Empowerment,” 7902 (2021).
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political life – a trend that had been dying out in Poland in the first decades of the

21st century.4 In the context of graphic design, Women’s Strike deserves attention

considering its major involvement in the production of current Polish design, since as

it will turn out, it prompted graphic artists and illustrators across the country (and

some outwith) to re-engage with some of Polish history and the national mythologies

and symbolism.

Poland is a country with strong historical links to the Catholic Church, which has

been crucial to the development of the post-2016 events, particularly since a

conservative political party won the presidential elections in autumn 2015. The

abortion law was liberal in socialist Poland from 1956 onward, and abortion served

as a means of birth control because of the lack of availability of contraceptives at the

time.5 Besides, the Polish People’s Republic (which existed between 1947-1989)

was legally secular, as a country with a socialist political system, a satellite to the

Soviet Union. However, in 1993 the abortion law was restricted and abortion became

legal only in three cases – if there was a justifiable suspicion that a pregnancy posed

a serious threat to the health or life of the mother; if the foetus was irreparably

damages; and/or if the pregnancy resulted from an illegal act.6 This forced women

into a situation where they would have to make a choice between seeking an illegal

abortion or bearing an unwanted child.7 For years, this configuration was called an

“abortion compromise” (kompromis aborcyjny) – but Kopka-Piatek points out that it

did not mean a compromise between the lawmakers and women, but rather a

compromise between the Polish then-government (made up mostly of men) and the

bishops of the Catholic Church (made up exclusively of men).8 Therefore, women’s

involvement in making a law that concerned exclusively female citizens was

negligent. While the compromise had been protested prior to 2016, it was small

compared with the scale of the events of October 2016 and after.

The symbolism of the Strike – taking shape

8 Małgorzata Kopka-Piatek, “Czy gniew poszedł na marne?” Res Publica Nowa, 11 January 2022.

7 Wanda Nowicka, “The fight for reproductive rights in Central and Eastern Europe. Poland: Catholic
backlash,” Planned Parenthood Challenges 2 (1995): 23.

6 Wanda Nowicka, “The effects of the 1993 anti-abortion law in Poland,” Entre Nous Copenhagen
Denmark, 34-35 (1996).

5 Wanda Nowicka, “Two steps back: Poland's new abortion law,” Planned Parenthood in Europe 22.2
(1993): 18.

4 Korolczuk et al., Bunt kobiet, 19.
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The most recognisable symbol of the Women’s Strike today is the red lightning –

very much as that in fig. 1. It was introduced in the Strike’s logo designed by art

professional Ola Jasionowska in October 2016, which appeared as the Strike’s

Facebook page’s main photo.9 The logo combined the red lightning in the central

part with a black silhouette of a woman’s head profile (fig. 2). After the Covid-19

pandemic began, the logo was modified to retain the female black head, but a red

face mask was placed on her face (fig. 3). This logo appears on a lot of materials

associated with the Strike, but it is the lightning that is most widely used by people

involved with the pro-choice movement. Jasionowska explains the meaning of the

lightning for Women’s Strike in that it is a universal sign signifying danger – it is

meant to mean “be careful – this is a warning,” and it does not require one to know

the Polish language to understand that this is a warning sign.10 The lightning has

been used as an international graphic symbol for electrical hazards, e.g. high

voltage, electrical fence, and other electrical hazards. The lightning, then, calls the

viewer to exercise caution and warns them of a potential danger.

Fig. 2. One of the first logos of the Women’s
Strike. Text in the centre reads: “Women’s
Strike”. Designed by Ola Jasionowska.

Fig. 3. The Women’s Strike logo during the
Covid-19 pandemic. Caption reads: “We’re
not closing [the] umbrellas. #PolishHell”.

10 Piorun, “Oburzone Polki”.

9 Monika Piorun, “Oburzone Polki zagrzmiały piorunami. Co symbolizuje czerwona błyskawica
podczas Strajku Kobiet 2020?” Na Temat, 27 October 2020.
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The female profile logo functions well as it is easily legible, minimalistic, and stands

out due to the colour contrast. Black, red, and white together give a serious feeling,

and black and red have aggressive, passionate connotations, in line with the

European symbolism of these colours. The red and white taken together carry

another kind of symbolism – that of a national issue, as they link to the white-and-red

colours of the Polish flag. The simplicity of colours paradoxically makes the graphics

stand out among the visual noise of the internet. The symbols of the Strike are also

easily reproducible on handmade placards and banners (see fig. 3) – clear, straight

lines; Besides, the lightning and coathangers are easily recognisable signs – while

Fig. 3. A handmade placard held by a protest participant at a Women’s Strike
demonstration. The placard reads: “Women’s hell”. Source: Wołoszyn, “Co oznacza

czerwona błyskawica?”.

the coathanger is pretty unique to the pro-choice movement, the lightning, if red,

directs thought straight to the Polish women’s movement. The coathanger, on the

other hand, is an international symbol that references illegal abortions.11 It

symbolises the violence that is carried by taking away the woman’s freedom to

decide about her pregnancy – and says “that without ‘choice’ desperate women will

11 Małgorzata Wołoszyn, “Co oznacza czerwona błyskawica? Skąd wziął się symbol Strajku Kobiet?”
Gazeta.pl Kobieta, 28 October 2020.
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inflict harm upon themselves”.12 “The coat hanger insists that we cannot do away

with abortions” – one can only determine whether they will be carried out legally in

safe environments or illegally, in unsafe environments, potentially causing irreparable

harm to women. While the anti-abortion visual rhetoric happens to make use of

unsightly images of foetal matter, the pro-choice rhetoric more often places focus is

on women, not on the foetuses carried within their wombs13.

In the beginning of the Strike, the black umbrella was another significant symbol of

the movement. During the protests on October 3rd, 2016, it heavily rained in most of

Poland. Despite that, thousands of people turned up and protested against

delegalising abortion. As people had been encouraged to wear black on the day of

the protest, it just followed that the umbrellas were black (and most umbrellas are

dark-coloured, anyway). In a way, Kowalska and Nawojski point out, history made a

circle, as Polish suffragettes in 1918 were also protesting with umbrellas in their

hands, hitting the ground with them to make a noise outside the house of Marshal

Jozef Pilsudski.14 This correlation with a previous historical episode that was also

feminist provided a strong basis for the development of the black umbrella as a

symbol of the Strike. Another reference to umbrellas is a slogan “Nie składamy

parasolek!”, meaning “We’re not closing [the] umbrellas!” (fig. 3), which the Women’s

Strike used on its social media when the Covid-19 pandemic began in Poland in the

spring of 2020.

Contested symbols

The Women’s Strike movement has encountered strong resistance, particularly from

the conservative side affiliated or sympathising with the Roman Catholic Church.

This resistance came not only from ordinary citizens, but from public persons in the

political or academic spheres. One history professor of the Cardinal Wyszynski

University in Warsaw, Wiesław Wysocki (70 year-old), accused the Strike of referring

to the Nazi ideology, while participating in a news programme on the news

programme broadcast on the public television channel TVP.15 Wysocki justified this

15 Piorun, “Oburzone Polki zagrzmiały piorunami”..

14 Beata Kowalska and Radosław Nawojski, “Uwaga, uwaga tu obywatelki! Obywatelstwo jako
praktyka w Czarnych Protestach i Strajkach Kobiet,” Bunt kobiet. Czarne Protesty i Strajki Kobiet,
Elżbieta Korolczuk et al., eds (Gdańsk: European Solidarity Centre, 2019) 50.

13 Shrage, “Post-Porn modernism”, 63.

12 Laurie Shrage, “From reproductive rights to reproductive Barbie: Post-Porn modernism and
abortion,” Feminist Studies 28.1 (2002): 61.
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comparison by referring to the double run “Sig”, adapted from Proto-German runes

for the emblem of Schutzstaffel (SS, Nazi officers who had controlled the Nazi police

forces and the concentration camp system) and Hitlerjugend (a Nazi youth

organisation) in the 1930s by the graphic designer Walter Heck. Such accusation

provoked a comeback from members of the public, which was particularly vivid on

social media platforms such as Twitter. For instance, Twitter users pointed out that a

lightning symbol is also used by Polish counter-terrorist troops GROM and the Polish

national mail service, so the presence of a lightning does not equate one with

professing a Nazi ideology.16 A division of the underground paramilitary Polish

Scouting Association Szare Szeregi also had a lightning in their emblem, and they

are an officially recognised national hero who fought against the Nazi occupation.17

The public discussion, then, seems to have successfully discredited Wysocki’s

accusation of the Women’s Strike affiliation with Nazism. However, one might

suppose that it was not the accuracy of the statement that was the primary objective

of Wysocki and similar commentators, but rather the discrediting of the Strike and

building its reputation as anti-Polish and horrifyingly violent. The graphic similarity

was thus used as an excuse to form accusations that are not necessarily true.

Moreover, this case shows that political graphic design might be subject to heated

discussions in the public sphere, where people are involved and invested in the

visual language of the protest graphics. The graphic identity of the protest is in this

case constantly present in the background of the argument, and it can be used both

by the protesters and those opposing them for the sake of the debate.

Design of contestation

Graphic design, apart from providing the Women’s Strike campaign with visual

shape, has been used to mobilise people to join the protests, especially young

people. Mass media help people find each other, and are suited well for shaping

popular opinion among heterogenous audiences and mobilising mass political

campaigns.18 Pogotowie Graficzne (“Graphic Emergency”) is a Tumblr site created in

late 2016 which uploads graphic designs by various artists, mostly young Polish

18 Leah A. Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2011), 151.
17 Wołoszyn, “Co oznacza czerwona błyskawica?”.

16 Piotr Kałużny (_Piotr_Kaluzny), “Symbol błyskawicy jest nazistowski? To ciekawe, dlaczego w
Polsce używa go poczta i jednostki Grom? Naziści tam pracują? Runa sig używana przez SS raz, że
wygląda inaczej, dwa - pierwotnie była symbolem Słońca, naziści zrobili z niej symbol zwycięstwa -
sieg.” 26 October 2020, 18:12, tweet.
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designers, that respond to the ongoing social and political issues in Poland, and

encourage to download the designs, print them, and bring to in-person

demonstrations.19 Over the five years of its existence, Pogotowie has supported the

issues of Women’s Strike, LGBT+ tolerance, the refugees on the Polish-Blarussian

border, as well as promoting attendance at political elections – but it has its direct

roots in the October 2016 events related to the abortion ban proposal. The woman

who started Pogotowie Graficzne – a graphic artist who goes by the name Martiszu –

recalls the very moment she came up with the idea: it was on a morning in late

September 2016, when she was browsing the press with his morning coffee, and

was “so upset” about the news that she “decided to do something about it”. She

invited her friend and other graphic designers to support the protests that were to be

held on October 3rd, 2016, which went on to become the first “Black Protest” in the

history of the Women’s Strike. Within a few days, the graphics posted by Pogotowie

on tumblr received several hundred thousand views and shares on social media.20

There is no doubt that the Internet is a major sphere of circulation for

politically-oriented graphics, and it also prompts the development of more graphics

as it spreads information which allows other designers to get involved in Pogotowie.

However, the graphics published on the Pogotowie tumblr have the explicit purpose

of leaving the digital sphere and entering the physical realm. Each post on the

Pogotowie tumblr is supplied with links that allow one to download the design ‘for

print’, in various resolutions matching different paper sizes. The posts also contain

captions that say:

Plakat stworzony w ramach akcji Ogólnopolskiego Strajku Kobiet.

Wydrukuj plakat, weź na demonstrację, powieś w swojej okolicy lub

udostępnij w internecie.21

Which translates to:

Poster created as part of the Nationwide Women’s Strike action. Print the

poster, take it to a demonstration, hang up in your neighbourhood or share it

on the Internet.

21 See e.g. “Plakat: Bartosz Kosowski …” Pogotowie Graficzne [n.d.].
20 Stephen Heller, “Graphic Emergency Emerges in Poland,” Design Observer, 22 July 2020.

19 Aleksandra Rakowska, “KTR Open: Pogotowie Graficzne - ściągnij plakat z bazy i weź go na
protest,” Noizz, 6 October 2020.
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The graphic designs, then, were created for the direct purpose of participating in

in-person, physical activities in the material public sphere.

Apart from generating new symbolic systems, the conflict surrounding the abortion

law in Poland has prompted a major reengagement with national symbols within

the sphere of graphic design and public performance. The range of posters

designed for Pogotowie Graficzne demonstrates a wide variety of approaches to

creatively engaging with the lightning and colour symbolism of the Strike, as well

as with the national symbols – the flag of Poland, the shape of the country’s

territory, national colours (white and red), the symbol of Warsaw – a mermaid, and

the more international symbols such as the female gender symbol (♀), the middle

finger to express anger and disrespect, and the Christian cross (see fig. 4, 5, 6, 7).

This brings me to what Stephen Heller wrote for Design Observer – “Political

struggle has long fueled and catalysed much of Poland’s historically visual

innovations.”22 There is no doubt that what he said is true, as political issues

Fig. 4. Bartosz Kosowski, untitled, 2020.
Pogotowie Graficzne.

Fig. 5. Igor Kubik, “Gołąbki pokoju,” 2020.
Pogotowie Graficzne.

22 Heller, “Graphic Emergency”.
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left a large heirloom in the sphere of visual arts both in the recent years as well as

during the struggle of Polish people under the communist system. The

engagement of the arts with the political situation was also vivid during the 19th

century, after the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth had been partitioned by

the three neighbouring empires and the sense of political independence had died

among its former citizens. It was the period of Romanticism, and Young Poland

towards the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, when

the arts played an important role in invigorating people to fight for national

independence and perpetuating a sense of national identity among them.23

Graphic design and visual arts, then, should be considered a vital part of the

modern political history of Poland.

Fig. 6. Anna Brzostek, 2020. Pogotowie
Graficzne.

Fig. 7. Dominik Przerwa, “Strajk Kobiet”,
2020. Pogotowie Graficzne.

23 David Crowley, “Finding Poland in the Margins: The Case of the Zakopane Style,” Journal of Design
History 14.2 (2001).
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Remediation

The manipulation of formerly existing media can be considered as part of the

process of remediation, a term introduced in 1990 by Jay Bolter and Richard

Grusin to describe the concept whereby “new media refashion prior media forms”,

continually commenting on, replacing, and reproducing each other.24 Bolter and

Grusin argue that this is not in fact the case just for ‘new’ media, but that it has

been for all forms of media – whether that is art or other cultural works – since at

least the Renaissance.25 Remediation, then, involves “straightforward repackaging,

augmentation or enhancement, refashioning, and absorption” of other media.26

Another instance where the process of remediation is clearly visible is the series of

posters designed by Polish artist Jarek Kubicki, which he published on his social

media in October 2020 (fig. 8 and 9 being two of the series). The posters all look

similar – they are grayscale images of female movie characters, mostly from

American blockbusters, on a pale background, with a bold red caption on top

saying “Wypierdalać!” (literally “Get the fuck out!”), written in a font named

Solidaryca. Solidaryca is a font that evolved from the Solidarność trade union logo,

designed by Jerzy Janiszewski in 1980.27 The font received its name from the

combination of words “Solidarność” and “cyrylica”, the Polish word for the Cyrillic

alphabet. Above the “Wypierdalać!” caption, a small writing announces “To jest

wojna.” (“This is war.”), using the red lightning to stand in for the J in “wojna”.  The

posters also feature the logo of the Women’s Strike in the bottom-left corner and

contact details to the “Abortion Dream Team” (Aborcyjny Dream Team), an

organisation which helps women in Poland access abortion despite the

circumstances.

The most significant parts of this poster are the main caption written in Solidaryca

and the greyscale image of American action movie heroines. The posters are a

direct reference to the 1989 poster designed by a Warsaw Fine Arts Academy

graduate, Tomasz Sarnecki (fig. 10). Sarnecki created the poster to support

27 Lawrence Weschler, “The Graphics of Solidarity,” The Virginia Quarterly Review, 82.1 (2006): 111.
26 Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media, 217.

25 Astrid Erill and Ann Rigney, “Introduction,” Mediation, Remediation, and the Dynamics of Cultural
Memory, ed. Astrid Erill and Ann Rigney (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2009): 3.

24 Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 2000), 273.
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Fig. 8. Jarek Kubicki, one of the series of posters “Wypierdalać!”, 2020.
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Fig. 9. Jarek Kubicki, another one of the series of posters “Wypierdalać!”, 2020.
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the campaign of Solidarność running up to the June 1989 election, the first freely

democratic election in post-war Poland. It shows a man dressed in a sheriff's outfit

(who is in fact Gary Cooper, a character from the American movie “High Noon”)

with a Solidarność badge in his lapel and a ballot card in his right hand. Above the

man is a large logo of the Solidarność trade union, and beneath him a caption “W

samo południe. 4 czerwca 1989”, which translates to “At high noon. 4 June 1989”.

The meaning of the caption has two parts – the latter part is the date of the first

round of the elections, and the former – a reference to the American western

movie “High Noon”, the Polish title of which is “W samo południe”. Sarnecki’s

poster already is a clear remediation, as it uses an already existing medium – the

Polish poster for the movie “High Noon” – to create a new work which

recontextualises the image of Gary Cooper and gives it a new message to get

across.

Solidarność was a Polish trade union formed in 1980 and headed by Lech Wałęsa,

and it had had a crucial influence in the events that led to Poland’s transformation

from communism to parliamentary democracy. So, considering Solidarność’s role

as a revolutionary subject in the modern history of Poland, references to

Solidarność carry much political connotations with opposing the unjust government

and leading the way to a change for the better. However, what Jarek Kubicki did in

his posters is change the word “Solidarność” to the swear word “Wypierdalać!”,

which changes the tone of the posters to a much more aggressive and showing

more than clear discontent with the political events. The characters in his posters

vary from Angelina Jolie as Lara Croft (“Tomb Raider”), Uma Thurman as Beatrix

Kiddo (“Kill Bill”), Sigourney Weaver as Ellen Ripley (“Alien”), to Linda Hamilton as

Sarah Connor (“Terminator”). All of them are the “tough women” of popular culture,

who have come to “restore world order”.28 Since today the movies “Terminator”,

“Alien”, or even “Kill Bill” would be considered rather dated classic action movies,

the characters from these movies might be seen as more revolutionary than

contemporary movie heroines, as when the movies came out, women who are

“tough” and violent were a deviation from the standard way of depicting women

rather than the norm.29 The movies, as well as the posters produced by Kubicki,

29 Inness, Action Chicks, 2.

28 Sherrie A. Inness, ed, Action Chicks: New Images of Tough Women in Popular Culture (New York,
NY: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 1.
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demonstrate that now is different – that women are capable of aggression and

physical violence if the situation demands it. As Jennifer Steinhauer wrote in her

2000 New York Times article, “some very tough women are taking over, and

someone is going to get hurt”.30

Despite the ways one could read into these pictures, Kubicki said that he had not

devised a philosophy for his designs before making them. In an interview about the

posters, he described himself as a “DJ” who puts together different elements of

popculture to achieve “some sort of effect” and the elements acquire “new

meaning”.31 Kubicki defined the strength of these posters – as well as his other

“remixes” that can be found in his portfolio – that one does not need to have much

cultural capital to understand the posters, adding that in his opinion culture works

better the closer it is to people.32 The use of a swear word in the central part of the

image adds shocking value – not only because the font is bold itself, but also

because of the aggression implied in the word with the exclamation mark. Moreover,

swear words are not usually expected to be found in poster art displayed in public

places, including the Internet (even though the Internet tends to be seen as the most

“profane” medium33), so the ‘displacement’ of the swear word is what makes the

viewer lean into the picture and look at it even more.

The small logo of the Women’s Strike included in the bottom corner communicates

the affiliation of the graphic with the organisation of women fighting for their rights.

The remaining elements o Kubicki’s posters are the captions “This is war” in the

top-left corner, and “Do you need an abortion? You’re not alone!” (Potrzebujesz

aborcji? Nie jesteś sama!) in the bottom-right corner, with contact details for

organisations that help women access abortion. The work the poster performs is (1)

(the top part: “to jest wojna” and “wypierdalać!”) directing clear discontent with the

government, but the addressee of this discontent can only be known if one is familiar

with the context in which the poster was created; and (2) (the bottom part)

materialising and consolidating a sense of solidarity among women.

33 Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media, 118.
32 Knera and Kubicki, “Butelki z benzyną”.

31 Jakub Knera and Jarek Kubicki, “Butelki z benzyną w formacie JPG, czyli sztuka protestu”, Polityka,
6 November 2020.

30 Jennifer Steinhauer, “Ideas & Trends; Pow! Slam! Thank You, Ma'am,” New York Times, 5
November 2000.
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Fig. 10. Tomasz Sarnecki, “W samo południe.
4 czerwca 1989”, 1989.

Fig. 11. Sanja Iveković, “W samo południe.
1989-2009”, 2009.

Women vs Solidarność

Jarek Kubicki’s 2020 posters with Western female movie stars was not the first time

Sarnecki’s original 1989 poster had been manipulated for a feminist cause. In 2009,

the 20th anniversary of the 1989 elections and Solidarność’s victory was celebrated

nationwide in Poland. However, it has been argued that the history of Solidarność –

and hence the history of Poles ‘defeating’ communism, as it is often phrased  – had

been overwhelmingly male-dominated. The “konspiracyjno-powstańcza wyobraźnia”

– the imagination of conspiracy and insurrection – dominated the political culture and

discourse of the 1980s, and the universal phrase ‘Polacy’, i.e. the masculine form of

‘Poles’ in plural, ‘camouflaged’ the male gender of the collective.34 According to

Czapliński, this type of collective imagination kept women out of the picture. This

34 Przemysław Czapliński, "Bunt w ramach pamięci. ‘Solidarność’, rewolucja, powstanie," Teksty
drugie 6 (2016), 217.
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would have been amplified by phrases such as “Kobiety – idźcie do domu – my tu

walczymy o Polskę” [Women – go home – we’re fighting for Poland here] hung on

the walls of the Lenin Shipyard in 1980, when the August strikes were taking place.35

The linguistic discourse of the memories and records of the 1980s political events

thus played a role in memorising those events as particularly male-dominated.

As a response to this erasure of women from the collective memory, in 2009, the

Croatian artist Sanja Iveković re-engaged with Sarnecki’s poster, modifying it to

feature a blacked-out silhouette of a female figure in place of Gary Cooper (fig. 11).36

The date “1989” is replaced by “1989-2009”. The female seems to be holding a ballot

paper and wearing a wide hat, just like Sarnecki’s Gary Cooper. The fact the figure is

blacked out in part signifies the anonymity of women that had participated in the

activities of Solidarność and working towards its political success. It may also be

interpreted to stand for the forgetting and erasure of Solidarity women, who hence

become nothing more than anonymous shadows – of the men – in the modern

history of Poland. It is a fact that the role of women in the Solidarność movement has

been overlooked compared with the men, even though women amounted to more or

less half of Solidarność’s members.37 Several publications have since attempted to

bring the memory of women into the public memory of Solidarność within Poland, but

the fact that male successes of the 1980s were made ‘more public’ still stands in the

way of rewriting this history.38 Matynia considers the 1989 “W samo południe [High

noon]” poster to be perpetuating the male dominance, because, after all, it is Gary

Cooper – a conventionally masculine man, a protagonist of an American Western

movie  – who is holding an election ballot and, in a confident manner showing no

fear, is walking to (presumably) confront the communist system.39 Therefore, the

process of feminist remediation is capable of changing these narratives and

challenging the imaginations that have been accepted by the wider society through

the course of decades, through the power of the image.

39 Piotrowski, Art and Democracy, 246.

38 Shana Penn, Solidarity’s Secret: The Women Who Defeated Communism in Poland (Michigan:
University of Michigan Press, 2006); Karol Sienkiewicz, “‘Solidarności’ nie podoba się ‘Solidarność’ na
‘czarnym proteście’. Kogo naprawdę powinna pozwać?” Gazeta Wyborcza, 11 October 2016.

37 Magda Urbańska, “Zapomniane bohaterki – kobiety ‘Solidarności’,” Resovia Sacra R. 17 (2010),
127.

36 “Sanja Iveković. Invisible Women of Solidarity,” Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w Warszawie [n.d.].
35 Czapliński, “Bunt w ramach pamięci”, 217.
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Strike #1 – Archive of Public Protests

A large part of the visual material documenting the Women’s Strike activities in

Polish public spaces since 2016 has been created by a collective of photographers

under the name Archiwum Protestów Publicznych (The Archive of Public Protests, or

A-P-P). The Archive launched in 2019, and its aim is, as described by one of its

members – photographer Rafał Milach – to “document socio-political tensions in the

streets of Poland”.40 The Archive’s website talks further about the A-P-P’s creators’

“duty to archive”, the phrase taken from Jacques Derrida’s book Archive Fever, and

on their mission provoked by the recent and ongoing political events that follow the

conservative party Law and Justice’s election win in 2015:

[The Archive of Public Protests] is a collection of images that constitutes a

warning against rising right wing populism and discrimination in the

broadest sense of the term: xenophobia, homophobia, misogyny, and also

the climate crisis. In establishing the Archive, its creators wish to prolong

the life of their images, which are connected with specific events, and

whose existence ends with their publication in the press. … We are not a

news agency or an objective press entity – mostly because narrative

objectivity is a myth used in the current discussion mainly as a measure of

adherence to a certain order.41

The Archive’s main presence is on its Internet website and in various art and

photography journals, but it has also materialised in the form of three (at the time of

writing this essay) physical newspapers, which contained photographs by the A-P-P

photographers and accompanying texts on the corresponding theme. Each of the

issues published so far is dedicated to a different case. The first of them, published

in 2020, was dedicated to the Women’s Strike and abortion rights in Poland. The

newspaper’s title is “Strike” and it is distributed for free among people during public

demonstrations in various Polish cities.42 The newspapers were produced with

limited financial resources obtained from crowdfunding, some minor grants, and

some NGO support, and then distributed for free in the locations where new material

42 Jörg M. Colberg, “Against Illusionism,” Conscientious Photography Magazine, 27 December 2021.
41 “Info,” The Archive of Public Protests.

40 Paula Erizanu, “A photography archive preserves Polish protests as they unfold in real time,” The
Calvert Journal, 28 October 2020.
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for the next issue would be collected – at the demonstration sites themselves.43

Thus, the publication can be seen as subversive as it is produced from the

bottom-up and not for profit, which deviates from the conventional way of producing

media in the late capitalist society.

The photographers who collaborate with the Archive capture various scenes, from

members of the protest, to police confrontations, to banners and placards, to smaller

details that are part of the demonstrations, such as the augmented grave candles

(fig. 12). The grave candle with an image of Mary and baby Jesus features lightning

strikes hand-drawn with a black marker. The lightning, as I described before, is an

easily recognisable symbol of the Women’s Strike. Drawing on a depiction of Mary

and Jesus verges on profanity; it could even be considered sacrilege. This makes

the addition of lightnings even more striking. It also brings together the two aspects

of the conflict – religion and the Strike – and confronts them, as the image of Mary

and Jesus, who look calm and have neutral facial expressions, are placed into the

agitated setting of a public protest. The photograph captures this contradiction and is

capable of telling a story to a person who has the means to decode the image – a

person who is familiar with the symbolism of the lightning and the significance of

religion in contemporary political life in Poland.

The writing on the front page of the first issue of “Strike” (fig. 13 and 14) describes

the events of 27 October 2021 and the ones that followed. The pragmatic,

informational style of writing might be associated with the underground press (also

called “second circuit” press), which functioned as the main source of information of

oppositional activities happening in various parts of the country, aside from word of

mouth. However, it is the visual layer of the page which is most evocative. “Strike”

was printed on low-cost newspaper paper, which brings it closer to the character of

the samizdats that were in circulation in the 1970s and 1980s. The page is also kept

in a neutral off-white colour, which is close to that of the paper of samizdats that can

be accessed today in physical and Internet archives. Besides, the page makes use

of a typewriter-style font. This is exactly the kind of font that can be found on

samizdats, as they were typically written on home-use typewriters rather than at

printing presses which would have a larger range of fonts available. The look of this

43 Colberg, “Against Illusionism”.
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back page of the “Strike” newspaper is one of the ways in which the Women’s Strike

graphic designs make reference to the counter-governmental movement of the

1970s and 1980s Poland.

Fig. 12. Photograph of a grave candle at the 26 January 2022 protest
in front of the Constitutional Court after the death of Agnieszka T. due
to health complications resulting from doctors’ refusal to abort a dead
foetus. Author: Rafał Milach, Archive of Public Protests.

Conclusion

While it may be customary to analyse feminist graphic design in light of other

feminist movements’ graphic design, in this case I must argue that positioning the

graphics within the context of national design history results in a much richer

discussion and more accurate conclusions. The posters designed by Jarek Kubicki
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for Women’s Strike are a clear example of remediation, a process whereby new

media come to be from the augmentation and re-processing of formerly existing

media. The graphic designs created for the purpose of supporting the Women’s

Strike continue the Polish tradition of graphic design that responds directly to the

social and political issues corresponding with the current historical period. A deeper

analysis of graphic designs conceived for the Strike allows one to retrieve several

valuable links to national symbolism and systems of values traditionally believed to

be part of the Polish cultural tradition.
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Fig. 13. The first issue of “Strike” newspaper, published by the Archive of Public Protests, 2021.

Fig. 14. Close-up view of the writing in fig. 13.
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